James Forkin, WA3TFS

My simple high-frequency communications receiver (see the lead photo), which was featured in the May 2020 issue of QST, has manual gain controls that must be adjusted when the signal levels are of varying signal strength. An automatic gain control (AGC) circuit would keep the audio output at a more consistent level on weak signals and attenuate the audio when the incoming signal is at a much higher level, thereby eliminating the need to readjust gain manually. This simple AGC circuit meets that need.

The Circuit

The design (see Figure 1) uses a handful of readily available and inexpensive through-hole parts. A 1.35 × 2.45 inch PCB is available at www.wa3tfs.com. You could also wire it on perf board; my board layout is on the QST in Depth web page at arrl.org/qst-in-depth. Provide a good ground plane for best performance.

Three potentiometers allow full adjustment of AGC action. One is used to set the point at which AGC action is desired. A second provides adjustment to calibrate an optional S-meter, and a third sets the level of attenuation when a strong signal is present.

The input to the AGC circuit connects to the top of the existing receiver volume control, which is the output from the audio pre-amp. Potentiometer R8 sets the threshold point where AGC action begins. The signal is amplified by Q1 and rectified by D1 and D2. The rectified signal charges C6. The dc voltage level stored on C6 varies with the incoming audio level. It is then amplified by Q2 and, if desired, optionally drives the positive input of a 1 mA full-scale S-meter. The negative S-meter lead connects to ground. Potentiometer R9 adjusts the level to calibrate the meter.

The amplified signal also passes to Q3, which is connected to the receiver board at R8 of Figure 2. As signal level increases, Q3 begins to turn on. As input signal level increases, the AGC board draws more current. Less current flows through D2 of Figure 2 on the
receiver board, so gain decreases in the second IF amplifier stage and that, in turn, lessens the detected audio level. You must modify the receiver, as shown in Figure 2. Lift one end of the R8 resistor and insert a 1N4148 diode in series to provide a connection point (see Figure 2). AGC output level to the receiver is also adjustable by R10, so you can set the attenuation required.

### The Circuit Board

The circuit board is configured to closely match the layout of the schematic diagram. See the board layout and details at [arrl.org/qst-in-depth](http://arrl.org/qst-in-depth).

### Setup

Start with the receiver RF gain control set to maximum, and the AF gain control to a comfortable level. Then, on the AGC board:

1. Set R8, R9, and R10 potentiometers approximately to mid-point.
2. If you have connected an S-meter, tune in a strong signal that you would consider S-9 level, and adjust R9 to show S-9 on the meter. If the meter will not reach that high, adjust R8 until the level is reached.
3. Adjust the AGC (R10) for a comfortable audio level from the receiver.
4. Now, tune in a weak signal of about S-5, and adjust the threshold to the point where the audio level from the receiver just starts to lower. There will be no AGC applied at or below this point, but AGC begins on signals above this level. No AGC is necessary on signals of this level.
Initially, adjust settings as necessary to meet your own requirements. There is interaction between the R8, R9, and R10.

Once you set the controls to your preferences, no further adjustments are necessary.

If no S-meter is attached, leave the connection open. Also, leave open the unused AGC output. AGC hold time is controlled by the value of C6. I designed it for fast AGC, but you can change this by increasing C6 up to 10 µF or so. As designed, the AGC action works well on CW, SSB, and AM signals. If you increase C6, and you hear a popping sound when a strong signal is detected, the value of C6 is too high; it is slowing initial AGC response, as well as increasing hold time. Decrease the value of C6.

**Conclusion**

You will find that listening becomes more comfortable. You can now set the RF gain on the receiver to maximum and the audio to a comfortable level. However, the RF gain still functions normally and may be decreased for extremely strong signals if necessary. The circuit works well with several receivers I’ve built, and the small size allows inclusion into small enclosures. Although simple in design, it enhances listening pleasure under varying signal conditions.
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